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ABSTRACT. 'fOo n ott- Iront.s o f  t h o  p r o b lr m  o f  h f lo w  o i’ c o m lG c t in g  liq u id  b o tw o o n  
tw o  r o t a t in g  n o n - c o n d u r t iu g  iu f in it o  <*ylindors. TMir r p s p o n s c  o l tht  ^ v < 4 o c ity  o f  t lio  lu ju id  t o  
a  r a d ia l  m a g n e t i r  is  f o u n d  t o  b o  t r a n s ie n t  in  o b a r a c t o r .
1 N  T  R  O  D  U  C r  1 O  N
Tho problem of flows of conducting liquid (e.g. mercury, liquid sodium metal) 
contained between two boundaries is considered to be an important problem in 
magnetohydrodynamics because of its immediate and wide applications in jtlasma 
physics and also because of its relevance to astrophysical problems, vide, Jeffreys 
(1966), PJumpton and Ferraro (1961). The present note is an attempt towards 
this end and it seeks to investigate the interaction of the motion of conducting 
liquid with a prescribed radial magnetic field. The liquid is contained bet'ween 
two infinite concentric cylinders when both the cylinders rotate with angular velo­
cities for sometime. It is believed that this particular problem has not yet been 
solved, although similar efforts have been made by iBingb (1963) and Singh (1966). 
The Laplace transform has been found useful in the solution of tho problem.
PROBLEM,  E Q U A T I O N S  OF MOTION AND B O U ND A R Y
C O N D I T I O N S
Let a conducting liquid be contained between two infinite circular cylinders 
rotating with angular velocities; and let a, b be tho radii of tlic inner and outer 
cylinders, wj., wa be their angular velocities with which they start. There is an 
original magnetic field having the induction represented by in the radial direc­
tion. As our problem is to obtain tho velocity of tho motion, we have to solve tho 
equations representing the electromagnetic field and the hydrodynamic field.
In cylindrical polar co-ordinates {r, 0, z), the components of velocity vector
V are given by.
Ug =  V =  v{r), Ur =  Ui — 0 p — pix)
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These equations now simplify
d^ v
~dr^
dp ... (1)dr r
1 dv V _ cr ... (2(
r dr r^  p r* V dt
where Bq =  radial magnetic field. 
p =  density of the liquid 
(T =  conductivity of the liquid
V =  velocity of the liquid 
p  =  hydrostatic pressure.
V =  kinematic co-efficient of viscosity.
The boundary conditions for the velocity in the present case are 
t? =  Wia{H(t)--H(t—T)) when r =  a 
V == when r =  6
where H{t) is the unit step function equal to unity when t < 0  and equal to zero 
when  ^<  0.
S O L U T I O N  OF T H E  P R O B L E M
To solve the problem, let us introduce the Laplace transform /(P ) of a 
function f(t) defined by
/ ( P ) =  Jm e-P‘ d t(P > 0 )
0
The Laplace transform of equation (2) gives
dr*
where 
The solution of (4) is
W
V =  AI^{qr)+Bkn(qr)
where A , B are constants and /«(?»*) and K^{qr) are modified BeBsel’s functions. 
The boundary conditions now become, when transformed,
,-P t ) on r : a
V =  (1—c~^’’ ) on f  =  6 ... (6)
Motion of Viscous Conducting Liquid
Solving for A  and B we get,
V — 1— [ a ,.o . ^n{qr)Kj,qb)-K^{qr)Uqh)
I- ^ n (^ n )K „ (q b )~ K „ {q a )I „ {q b )
-w J ). • ^n(ga)-K„{qr)I„{qa)]
I„{g n )K n {q b \ — K „ (q a )I „ (q b )  J
By inversion theorem,
V-\-i 00
«=e^l£L  f W^)^n{g'b)-K,,{q'r)I„[q'b)




j6 f a„(q 
ri J IJq'in{g'r)Kn{g'a) ~  K„{q'r)I„{q'a) ^ „(q'a)K„(q'b)-K„(q'a)I„(q'b) ' A
for
and
t <  T (8)
v+<00
=  “ i® f i^rt{g 'r) K „ { q ' r ) - K „ { q 'r ) I „ {q 'b )  d\
2 n i  J   ^  ^ I M ' a ) K n m - K j q ' a ) I M b y X
»»+»ao
^  f /pXt_pX(«-Tn.^ni?V)A:„(g'aHZ„(gV)/„((?'a)




T„(q'a)K^(q'b)-K,Aq' )I^(q ’ A
t >  T
r -  v (  A )
(9)
Following the method given by Carslaw and Jaeger (1960), we have the solution 
of (8) and (9) as
t ,   WjO® 6*— . _  _r y  ^n(*’**) F„ ( 6 g < ) y
JJaa,)JJpa.$). j
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+
toj6® r^ —a^f - a \  . [ ^  y„(ra,)-  y „ (gg,)




t <  T (1 0 )
for
r
V  ~  T T o j ^ a  S {e—
L «»i
y . < ^ . ) f c ( ? .). . y . ( „ » , ) j . ( i „ . ) ]
J n \ 0 C L s ) - J r ? ( a C L ^ )  J
[
ta
y„(oa*) y„(fa ,)- y„(aa») J„(ra,) . , > T (ha )
t >  T (11)
Thus the velocities have boon obtained and evidently they are transient in 
character.
In conclusion, the author expresses his sincere thanks to Dr. D. K. 8inha, 
Department of Mathematics, Jadavpur University for his active guidance in 
the prepartion of this paper.
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